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A special display of Tacchini new designs 2018 
during Clerkenwell Design Week strengthens

the collaboration between Tacchini and Silvera London
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Tacchini (at) Clerkenwell Design Week 
Design Fields, ground floor DF10

From 21st May till mid-June 2018 – leading Italian design furniture brand Tacchini, will 
celebrate its participation in Clerkenwell Design Week with a special display of novelty 
products at Silvera flagship showroom in Chelsea (241-245 King's Road, London SW3 
5EL). The display will feature: 

JULEP (upholstery seats) designed by Jonas Wagell — New 2018 
A new family of upholstered pieces characterised by soft and 
enveloping shapes influenced by the 1950s Avant-Garde movement 
and refined by a contemporary, romantic, feminine allure. 
The series comprises of a sofa, an armchair, a chaise longue 
and an ottoman: their inviting appeal encourages cosy comfort 
and relaxation, making the Julep seating options ideally suited 
to contract venues as well as for home décor. 

RITUALE (rug) designed by Umberto Riva — New 2018 
Known as an architect and designer, Riva never tried to hide his 
fondness for art and painting. In his works, geometric patterns and 
colours intertwine, creating delicately beautiful abstract subjects, 
as in Rituale. Drawing upon the painting of the same name, 
the rug is completely hand made in Nepal, in keeping with an 
ancient, intricate wool-knotting process. The ultimate distillation 
of art, artisan craftsmanship and design. 

SOAP (tables) designed by Gordon Guillaumier, 2017
Elegantly discreet occasional tables featuring soft shapes 
and rounded corners and the smooth luxury of the marble top. 
Available in Sahara Noir and glossy Calacatta white marble. 

For more information please contact :
Tacchini Press Office UK
Stefania Evans PR 
T. +44 (0) 783 73 75 891 
stefaniaevans@outlook.com
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Tacchini Italia Forniture Srl v. Domodossola 19, I–20822 
Baruccana di Seveso (MB)

T. +39 0362 504182
F. +39 0362 552402

E–mail: info@tacchini.it 
www.tacchini.it
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Images: 1. Julep sofa, 2. Julep chaise-longue 
+ ottoman; 3. Rituale rug.; 4. Soap tables. 
Photo credits: Andrea Ferrari.
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